
 

 
Balanced Development Scorecard Packet  
 
The following is a packet containing all relevant documents relating to the Balanced Development Scorecard, 
including an Executive Summary, drafted Motions, Proposed Updates, and the Scorecard itself.  



 

January 25, 2021 

 

Executive Summary: Ushering in an Era of ‘Balanced Development’ 

These five ordinances and motions emerged from the Administration’s Balanced Development 
Report and Council’s motion on new laws and policies that will help to ensure that we continue 
to attract new investments and jobs while lifting up and protecting our residents and businesses.  

Ordinance: New ‘Balanced Development’ Scorecard 

This ordinance will establish a new ‘Balanced Development’ scorecard for commercial projects 
that seek support from the City of Cincinnati, including TIF funding and CRAs.  

● Local jobs and Good Wages : projects will be asked to have a local partner and plan to 
hire locally, with measurable goals, to include both local workers and good wages the 
project’s pre-construction, construction, and post-construction opportunities. 

● Inclusion : the new scorecard also incentivizes the inclusion of local businesses, MBEs, 
and minority developer partnerships. 

● Affordable Housing : puts affordable housing projects at the front of the line for support. 

● Community Engagement and Anti-Displacement : includes meaningful engagement 
with the community, including commitments to protect existing residents and businesses 

 

Motion: CRAs and the New Scorecard  

WE MOVE that if there is a conflict between the ordinance containing the Balanced 
Development Scorecard policy passed in connection herewith and the existing commercial 
CRA policy in Orgidence No. 275-2017, it’s the policy of Council that the Balanced 
Development scorecard policy applies. 

 

Motion: Minority Real Estate Development Capacity Building Program 

WE MOVE that the Administration draft legislation establishing a Minority Real Estate 
Development Capacity Building Program to support the mentorship of minority real estate 



 

development professionals. This program should lift up and provide additional opportunities 
for minority developers, especially Black real estate professionals who have the potential to be 
leaders of new minority-led commercial development firms. This is part of the City’s larger 
“Balanced Development” efforts to ensure real inclusion of development efforts in Cincinnati. 

The proposed program, requiring ~$150,000 in funding, would extend opportunities for 
minority developers to actively participate in and shape an inclusive growth strategy for the 
City––one that integrates the new Balanced Development Scorecard proposed by my office. 

The program would draw from similar successful efforts in Detroit, wherein they created an 
“Equitable Development Initiative.” Our efforts should build on best practice efforts such as 
this one, as well as others around the Country (spelled out in the Administration’s 2020 
Balanced Development Report to Council). 

New scorecard incentivizes participation in the program. The program should consider the 
Customized Development Academy offered by the National Development Council (NDC).  

 
The NDC develops specific curriculum based on community needs and local policy objectives. 
Overall the program seeks to build capacity of traditionally underrepresented individuals in real 
estate development. Starting with a cohort of individuals with some real estate experience the 
program teaches participants commercial (including multi-family of 4+ units) Development 
Finance and development concepts.  
  
This is done through a combination of classroom learning, case studies, topical “deep dives” 
using local speakers and possibly undertaking a capstone project.  This work teaches critical 
skills and development principles, and connects participants with local experts on issues from 
environmental law, navigating local zoning and site plan processes, hiring an architect, raising 
equity and hiring construction professionals. 
  
In Detroit, the Equitable Development Initiative was expanded to provide the proposed NDC 
training, technical assistance, mentorships, networking opportunities, and even extends into 
project financing. The initiative especially focuses on African-American Detroiters seeking to 
develop multi-family rental units, though some mixed-use developments and even a food hall 
concept make up part of the first cohort. There were 28 people in the inaugural class, which 
began in February 2018. It remains in its pilot two-year window. Just as it adjusted course to 
include a training component, Capital Impact plans to continue monitoring the project to see how 
it can be made better. But the impetus remains on creating a more equitable development and 
real estate industry throughout Detroit. 



 

MOTION: Targeted Per-Property Waiver on Parking, Density for Affordable Housing 
Projects. 

Similar to actions taken in Memphis and Minneapolis, according to the City’s 2020 Balanced 
Development Report, WE MOVE that the City pursue zoning changes to allow for 
per-property waivers on parking minimums and density requirements for affordable housing 
projects. 

 

MOTION: Debt-Forgiveness and Maintaining Affordability 

WE MOVE that the Administration draft legislation, if necessary, to allow the Department of 
Community and Economic Development (DCED) to create a formal internal policy to best 
leverage the City’s debt forgiveness capacity, in order to 1. Better preserve existing affordable 
housing, and 2. Help finance new affordable housing options in the City. 



 

January 25 2021  
 

Establishing a Minority Real Estate Development Program 
MOTION 

WE MOVE that the Administration draft legislation establishing a Minority Real Estate 
Development Capacity Building Program to support the mentorship of minority real estate 
development professionals. This program should lift up and provide additional opportunities for 
minority developers, especially Black real estate professionals who have the potential to be leaders 
of new minority-led commercial development firms. This is part of the City’s larger “Balanced 
Development” efforts to ensure real inclusion of development efforts in Cincinnati. 

The proposed program, requiring ~$150,000 in funding, would extend opportunities for minority 
developers to actively participate in and shape an inclusive growth strategy for the City––one that 
integrates the new Balanced Development Scorecard proposed by my office. 

The program would draw from similar successful efforts in Detroit, wherein they created an 
“Equitable Development Initiative.” Our efforts should build on best practice efforts such as this 
one, as well as others around the Country (spelled out in the Administration’s 2020 Balanced 
Development Report to Council). 

 

 

______________________________________  
Councilmember Greg Landsman 



 

January 25 2021  
 

Debt Forgiveness and Affordable Housing 
MOTION 

WE MOVE that the Administration draft legislation, if necessary, to allow the Department of 
Community and Economic Development (DCED) to create a formal internal policy to best 
leverage the City’s debt forgiveness capacity, in order to 1. Better preserve existing affordable 
housing, and 2. Help finance new affordable housing options in the City. 

 

______________________________________  
Councilmember Greg Landsman 



 

January 25 2021  
 

Parking and Density Policy Changes to Support Affordable Housing 
MOTION 

Similar to actions taken in Memphis and Minneapolis, according to the City’s 2020 Balanced 
Development Report, WE MOVE that the City pursue zoning changes to allow for per-property 
waivers on parking minimums and density requirements for affordable housing projects. 

 

______________________________________  
Councilmember Greg Landsman 



 

January 25 2021  
CRAs and the New Scorecard  

MOTION  

WE MOVE that if there is a conflict between the ordinance containing the Balanced Development 
Scorecard policy passed in connection herewith and the existing commercial CRA policy in 
Orgidence No. 275-2017, it’s the policy of Council that the Balanced Development scorecard 
policy applies. 

______________________________________  
Councilmember Greg Landsman 



 

February 3rd 2021  
 

Request of the Administration: 
The Balanced Development Scorecard 

 
We’ve gotten good feedback on the Balanced Development Scorecard. Our goal is to make improvements to 
the Scorecard next week. That said, we hope that the Administration could respond to the questions/requests 
below at the upcoming B&F committee on 2/8: 
  

1. Each bulleted item needs its own line for clarity purposes. Is this acceptable? 
 

2. There is interest in actual scoring––assigning a numerical value or points––as opposed to the current 
language of “simply meets” or “exceeds.” This We ask the Administration to weigh-in on this, if not 
propose scoring options. 
 

3. Is it possible for multiple people to review and score a project? 
 

4. Can the Administration speak to “compliance” and how the City will ensure that commitments are 
monitored and kept? 
 

5. Does the Administration take issue with language around historic preservation? If not, does the 
Administration recommend any specific language? 

 
6. Does the Administration take issue with language being added to ensure that the scorecard is used and 

presented to Council with recommendations for each relevant project? If not, does the Administration 
have suggested language for an updated ordinance? 
 

7. There are requests that we require specific actions regarding community engagement, such as giving 
early notice to a community. If that were to materialize, is that something the Administration should 
do or the developer? 
 

8. There is interest in training on the scorecard, TIFs, CRAs, and VITCA. What does the Administration 
think? Should we add to the ordinance? 
 

9. There has been a request that the Administration discuss with Council its work on the Balanced 
Development Report and its findings, as well as how development deals are evaluated and/or scored 
now. 
















